
In List It In Flex MLS 
 Input listing from one screen  Input a listing via a tab interface 
 Required fields are in blue  Required fields are in red 
 Street Suffix & Street Direction added by 

agent 
 Street Suffix & Street Direction are set 

drop-down fields for more accuracy 
 Customer Management System was 

called Prospects 
 Customer Management System is called 

Contacts 
 Prospect Interface (including URL and 

auto-emails) falls under Prospect Tab 
 Prospect Interface (including URL and 

auto-emails) falls under the Portal Tab in 
the Contacts interface 

 Active Contingent was a separate status  Active Contingent is now a sub-status of 
Pending 

 All closed listings are set to “Sold”  All closed listings are set to “Closed” 
 List It does not remember your last 10 

searches and CMA’s 
 Flex remembers your last 10 searches 

and CMA’s 
 Public remarks had a 3000 character 

limit. 
 Remarks now can only contain 800 

characters.  But there is an “Additional 
Remarks” field that will hold up to 
10,000 characters. 

 No interoffice messaging through MLS  Brokers/Admins will be able to send pop 
up messages (that have to be 
acknowledged) to agents in their office 
when logging in. 

 Large parcels/buildings that can also be 
listed separately are not connected to 
each other  

 Flex allows Parent/Child listings – the 
Parent listing is the whole parcel, the 
child listings are each individual lot.  If 
the parent listing sells, the child listings 
automatically are withdrawn. 

 Auto-emails go out once a day in the 
early morning hours. 

 Auto-emails can go out ASAP if the 
setting is chosen.  (There are other 
settings to choose from) 

 Landing Page is static  Landing Page is a dashboard with 
multiple gadgets and the ability to 
create other dashboards. 

 One Rental Status in List It  Two Rental Statuses in FlexMLS – 
Application Pending and Application 
Approved 

 Teams had limited mobility in List It  Members of teams have edit 
permissions of all team information, 
listings, contacts and statistics and yet 
still have access to their own individual 
listings and information. 

 “Hold” status means temporarily off 
market 

 Hold is now called “Temporarily Off 
Market” in Flex 

 “Withdrawn” status means taken off the 
market 

 Withdrawn is now called “Cancelled” in 
Flex. 

    



 


